What is the admission rate?
Admission rates are not set by SWOTPA but by the organization(s) hosting the event. Remember that
this is often a fundraiser for various projects in the communities we visit. We ALL pay at the gate so
please don’t give the volunteers a hard time about this.
How do I find out about whether a show had been cancelled?
Please watch our Facebook or Twitter pages for information regarding any weather related
cancellations or delays. The volunteers will post this information as soon as they can safely do so once
a decision is made.
What order will the classes be pulling in?
This is given to the drivers when they register and is always subject to change based on track
conditions, noise bylaws in the municipality, etc.
How do I register for a out of the field tractor class or stock pickup trucks?
Registration for these classes is done the night of the show 30 minutes PRIOR to the scheduled
showtime at the SWOTPA registration desk. There is a fee that will need to be paid at the time of
registration.
What do I need to be able to pull in the stock truck or out of the field tractor classes?
All competitors in these classes will need a clevis for their hitch and a helmet.
How come all your tractors/trucks weren’t at the show?
Various factors can influence numbers at shows. From what classes are requested by the promoter to
breakage to family commitments. We never know how many will be at a show until we are there.
Are there food booth(s) on the site?
SWOTPA is not in charge of booking these vendors and have no control over the number of booths or
who may be running them. Most sites have a licensed beverage area for alcohol beverages. Again,
these are not run by SWOTPA.
Is accessible parking available?
While we would hope our promoters would recognize this, there is nothing SWOTPA controls regarding
this. But please be aware that many of our shows are in fields or fairgrounds so the grounds may be
rougher.
My kids would like to see the tractors - are we able to walk around the pits?
SWOTPA does have an open pit policy where you can walk around an look at the vehicles and talk to
the drivers. We just ask that you respect the amount of time and money the owners have invested in
their equipment and keep a hands-off policy unless you are invited to touch the vehicle in any manner.
I think my group would be interested in hosting an event. How do I find out more about what is
involved?
If your organization is looking for information on hosting an event, please speak with our president
Rob Rodger or our vice-presidents - Connor Cook or Anson Bailey - who will be able to provide you
with more information.
I’d like to start pulling. Where would I find out more information?
The rule book for SWOTPA can be found on our web site. Pullers are generally a very helpful bunch

and enjoy helping someone break into the sport. You can contact our president, vice-president or head
tech official (names and phone numbers are on our web site) for more information.
Where can I find a schedule of pulls?
The current schedule is posted on our web site as well as pinned to the top of our Facebook page.
I was at a pull and it was rained out half way through and I didn’t get a refund. Why not?
Gate refunds are not a decision of SWOTPA but of the host organization. These organizations for the
most part put the funds raised after expenses are used for community projects but they also have
expenses that are involved with hosting the event that are fixed costs.
A pull was rained out - will there be a reschedule date?
SWOTPA does not reschedule events the majority of the time. Most events are planned for several
months in advance and there are so many variables to coordinate.

